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Your exclusive employee discount.
As an employee of Zurich Airport you can now enjoy an exclusive deal from Sunrise.
You can now get 40% off your monthly rate on all Sunrise Freedom subscriptions.

This is how it works:
Consultation and purchase
Please contact us at the Sunrise shop in the airport for further information. Simply bring your airport ID card
with you when you come by to sign up for a subscription, so we can identify you as an airport employee.
Airport employees without an airport ID card need to bring along a valid work contract and
an ID card/passport, in order to conclude a mobile telephone contract.

You can benefit even more now.
The employee discount for Zurich Airport can be applied to up to five mobile phone subscriptions.
The only condition is that all subscriptions are registered and billed under your customer number.

The discount cannot be combined with other special
offers from Sunrise and becomes void when the
employment contract with Zurich Airport has ended.
The discount is non-transferable.

The unlimited mobile subscriptions without minimum contract duration.
Sunrise Freedom.
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Sunrise Freedom
Surf with
High Speed 4G+
Calls,
SMS/MMS

swiss start

swiss calls

swiss unlimited

500 MB2

2 GB2

unlimited

Abroad (46 countries):
100 MB for CHF 1.90/day

Abroad (46 countries):
100 MB for CHF 1.90/day

Abroad (46 countries):
100 MB for CHF 1.90/day

unlimited access
to Sunrise mobile
network and with
3 favorite numbers,
otherwise 50 cts./min.

unlimited in
Switzerland

unlimited in
Switzerland

swiss neighbors

europe & US

4

5

unlimited in
Switzerland and in the
neighboring countries1

unlimited in
Switzerland and in
46 countries1

unlimited in
Switzerland and in
the neighboring
countries

unlimited in
Switzerland and
46 other countries

Both within and
between the countries

SMS/MMS unlimited
WhatsApp
Messaging3

unlimited data
in Switzerland

unlimited data
in Switzerland

unlimited data
in Switzerland

unlimited data in
Switzerland and in the
neighboring countries

unlimited data
in Switzerland and
in 46 countries

Your employee price
with Sunrise Advantage

CHF 15.–
CHF 12.50

CHF 27.–
CHF 22.50

CHF 39.–
CHF 32.50

CHF 57.–
CHF 47.50

CHF 78.–
CHF 65.–

Data roaming: unlimited data volume, thereof 40 GB with the maximum speed available in the country, thereafter 256/128 kbit/s down-/upload. Overseas territories
and dominions are excluded, as well as special numbers and calls over satellite networks (airplanes, boats).
2
Speed Booster: After reaching the data volume you can continue to surf with 4G+ speed for only CHF 1.–/day, or for free and unlimited with a reduced speed,
256 kbit/s. You will be informed about the activation via SMS. Deactivation of the option is also possible by SMS or via “My Sunrise”.
3
WhatsApp: only valid for text, pictures, video files and audio recording. Calls via WhatsApp (VoIP Calling) are not included.
4
Swiss neighbors: Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Liechtenstein.
5
Europe & US: 46 countries (region 1). Europe, USA, Canada. A few European countries are excluded. Please see countries under www.sunrise.ch/countrylist
10% Sunrise Advantage with Sunrise Home.
1

Exactly what you need. For everyone under 30.
Sunrise Freedom Young.
Sunrise Freedom
Young

swiss start

unlimited data in
Switzerland and abroad3

All young advantages
Surf with
High Speed 4G+
Calls,
SMS/MMS

swiss calls

swiss unlimited
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swiss neighbors

europe & US

5

6

unlimited data in
Switzerland and abroad4

1.5 GB2

5 GB2

unlimited

Abroad (46 countries):
100 MB for CHF 1.90/day

Abroad (46 countries):
100 MB for CHF 1.90/day

Abroad (46 countries):
100 MB for CHF 1.90/day

unlimited access
to Sunrise mobile
network and with
3 favorite numbers,
otherwise 50 cts./min.

unlimited in
Switzerland

unlimited in
Switzerland

50% discount
on SBB half-fare

unlimited in
Switzerland and in the
neighboring countries1

unlimited in
Switzerland and in
46 countries1

unlimited in
Switzerland and in
the neighboring
countries

unlimited in
Switzerland and
46 other countries

Both within and
between the countries

SMS/MMS unlimited
WhatsApp
Messaging

unlimited data
in Switzerland
and abroad1

unlimited data
in Switzerland
and abroad1

unlimited data
in Switzerland
and abroad1

unlimited data
in Switzerland
and abroad1

unlimited data
in Switzerland
and abroad1

Your employee price
with Sunrise Advantage

CHF 12.–
CHF 10.–

CHF 27.–
CHF 22.50

CHF 33.–
CHF 27.50

CHF 51.–
CHF 42.50

CHF 72.–
CHF 60.–

Data roaming: unlimited data volume, thereof 40 GB with the maximum speed available in the country, thereafter 256/128 kbit/s down-/upload. Overseas territories
and dominions are excluded, as well as special numbers and calls over satellite networks (airplanes, boats).
2
Speed Booster: After reaching the data volume you can continue to surf with 4G+ speed for only CHF 1.–/day, or for free and unlimited with a reduced speed,
256 kbit/s. You will be informed about the activation via SMS. Deactivation of the option is also possible by SMS or via “My Sunrise”.
3
WhatsApp: only valid for text, pictures, video files and audio recording. Calls via WhatsApp (VoIP Calling) are not included.
4
Snapchat: VoIP not included.
5
Swiss neighbors: Austria, France, Germany, Italy and Liechtenstein.
6
Europe & US: 46 countries (region 1). Europe, USA, Canada. A few European countries are excluded. Please see countries under www.sunrise.ch/countrylist
10% Sunrise Advantage with Sunrise Home.
1

The optimal combination for every home.
Sunrise Home.
3 steps to put your package together according to your needs:

1.

internet start

internet comfort

internet max giga

50 Mbit/s

200 Mbit/s

1 Gbit/s

up- & download

Internet

2.
Landline
Network

CHF 50.– / CHF 45.–

up- & download
CHF 70.– / CHF 63.–

phone start

phone comfort

to the Swiss landline network:
10 cents/min., to all Swiss
mobile networks: 40 cents/min.

Unlimited calls
to all networks in Switzerland

Gratis

CHF 15.– / CHF 13.50

upon request:

TV start

TV comfort

3.

190+ channels, up to 80+ in HD
ComeBack TV 30 hours
60 hours cloud recording
Sunrise Smart TV App

230+ channels, up to 100+ in HD
ComeBack TV 7 days
1,200 hours cloud recording
Sunrise Smart TV App

Smart TV

CHF 25.– / CHF 22.50

CHF 35.– / CHF 31.50

Maximum up- and download bandwidth. The available speed depends on the local fiber optic configuration. For identical
upload and download bandwidths, a fiber optic connection to the home is required. One-off activation fee: CHF 59.–.
The “Sunrise One” combination package is excluded from employee discount.
10% Sunrise Advantage with Sunrise Home.

up- & download
CHF 105.– / CHF 94.50

You are at the right place with Sunrise.

1st place “Bilanz-Rating 2018”:
Best universal provider.

Sunrise has the most reliable
network for mobile data.

According to the Bilanz-client opinion poll 2018
(10/2018 issue)

Easy to change:
We will help you to change to us and you can take
your current telephone number with you (mobile and landline).

